Strong influence of El Niño Southern Oscillation on flood risk around the world
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El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the most dominant interannual signal of climate variability and has a strong influence on climate over large parts of the world. In turn, it strongly influences many natural hazards (such as hurricanes and droughts) and their resulting socioeconomic impacts, including economic damage and loss of life. However, although ENSO is known to influence hydrology in many regions of the world, little is known about its influence on the socioeconomic impacts of floods (i.e., flood risk). To address this, we developed a modeling framework to assess ENSO’s influence on flood risk at the global scale, expressed in terms of affected population and gross domestic product and economic damages. We show that ENSO exerts strong and widespread influences on both flood hazard and risk. Reliable anomalies of flood risk exist during El Niño or La Niña years, or both, in basins spanning almost half (44%) of Earth’s land surface. Our results show that climate variability, especially from ENSO, should be incorporated into disaster-risk analyses and policies. Because ENSO has some predictive skill with lead times of several seasons, the findings suggest the possibility to develop probabilistic flood-risk projections, which could be used for improved disaster planning. The findings are also relevant in the context of climate change. If the frequency and/or magnitude of ENSO events were to change in the future, this finding could imply changes in flood-risk variations across almost half of the world’s terrestrial regions.

El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the most dominant interannual signal of climate variability on Earth (1) and influences climate over large parts of the Earth’s surface. In turn, ENSO is known to strongly influence many physical processes and societal risks, including droughts, food production, hurricane damage, and tropical tree cover (2–4). For decision makers it is essential to have information on the possible impacts of this climate variability on society. Such information can be particularly useful when the climate variability can be anticipated in advance, thus allowing for early warning and disaster planning (5). For example, projections carried out in September 2013 already suggested a 75% likelihood that El Niño conditions would develop in late 2014 (6). According to the ENSO forecast of the International Research Institute for Climate and Society and the Climate Prediction Center/NCEP/NWS, dated 9 October 2014, observed ENSO conditions did indeed move to those of a borderline El Niño during September and October 2014, with indications of weak El Niño conditions during the northern hemisphere winter 2014–2015 (iri.columbia.edu/our-expertise/climate/forecasts/enso/current/).

However, to date little is known on ENSO’s influence on flood risk, whereby risk is defined as a function of hazard, exposure, and vulnerability (7) and is expressed in terms of socioeconomic indicators such as economic damage or affected people. Although global-scale flood-risk assessments have recently become a hot topic in both the scientific and policy communities, assessments to date have focused on current risks (7–11) or future risks under long-term mean climate change (12, 13). Meanwhile, other recent research suggests that ENSO-related variations of precipitation are likely to intensify in the future (14, 15) and that extreme El Niño events may increase in frequency (16). Hence, an understanding of ENSO’s influence on flood risk is vital in understanding both the possible impacts of upcoming ENSO events as well as planning for the potential socioeconomic impacts of changes in future ENSO frequency.

In this paper, we show for the first time to our knowledge that ENSO has a very strong influence on flood risk in large parts of the world. These findings build on previous studies, especially in Australia and the United States, which show that ENSO and other forms of climate variability are strongly related to flood hazard in some regions (17–25). To do this, we developed a modeling framework to specifically assess ENSO’s influence on global flood risk. The modeling framework involves using a cascade of hydrological, hydraulic, and impact models (10, 11). Using this model cascade, we assessed flood impacts in terms of three indicators: (i) exposed population, (ii) exposed gross domestic product (GDP), and (iii) urban damage (Materials and Methods). A novel aspect of the framework is that we are able to calculate flood risk conditioned on the climatology of all years, El Niño years only, and La Niña years only. This allows us, for the first time to our knowledge, to simulate the impacts of ENSO

Significance

El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) affects hydrological processes around the globe. However, little is known about its influence on the socioeconomic impacts of flooding (i.e., flood risk). We present, to our knowledge, the first global assessment of ENSO’s influence on flood risk in terms of economic damage and exposed population and gross domestic product. We show that reliable flood risk anomalies exist during ENSO years in basins spanning almost half of Earth’s surface. These results are significant for flood-risk management. Because ENSO can be predicted with lead times of several seasons with some skill, the findings pave the way for developing probabilistic flood-risk projections. These could be used for improved disaster planning, such as the temporaries increasing food and medicine stocks by relief agencies.
on flood risk. The hydrological and impact models have previously been validated for the period 1958–2000 (11). Here, we carried out further validation to assess the specific ability of the model cascade to simulate year-to-year fluctuations in peak river flows and flood impacts and anomalies in peak flows and impacts during El Niño and La Niña years (SI Discussion, Validation of Hydrological and Hydraulic Models).

**Anomalies in Flood Hazard at the Global Scale**

We show that significant anomalies in flood volumes (compared with all years) exist across more than a third of the Earth’s land surface (excluding Greenland and Antarctica) during both El Niño and La Niña years, namely 34% during El Niño years and 38% during La Niña years (Fig. 1). In Fig. 1, we show significant anomalies in flood volumes with a return period of 100 y. Statistical significance per cell was assessed by bootstrapping the anomalies ($\alpha = 0.05, 1,000$ repetitions). Field significance of the gridded results was assessed using the binomial distribution (26) and found to be highly significant ($P < 0.001$). In some arid regions, the anomaly in flood volumes is relatively small in absolute terms yet statistically significant. Therefore, in Fig. S1 we also show the absolute anomalies in flood volumes. We also examined anomalies in flood volumes for different return periods, ranging from 5 to 1,000 y (Figs. S2 and S3). The patterns of the anomalies remain similar across different return periods. In SI Discussion, Validation of Hydrological and Hydraulic Models we describe the validation of the hydrological and hydraulic models in terms of their ability to simulate relative differences in peak annual discharge between different ENSO phases. Relative differences in simulated extreme discharge between the different ENSO phases are generally simulated well. However, in northern high-latitude regions and parts of Central America correlation of annual maximum discharge between years is relatively low.

A few previous studies have examined ENSO’s influence on flood-hazard-related variables in specific region (17–21, 24, 25), especially the United States and Australia, and a comparison between our results and those studies is found in SI Text (SI Discussion, Comparison with Past Results). Moreover, relationships have been found globally between ENSO and annual peak discharges (27, 28), but to date no such global scale analysis has been carried out for flood hazard.

**Anomalies in Flood Risk at the Globally Aggregated Scale**

Next, we examined the influence of ENSO on flood risk at the globally aggregated scale. First, we assessed the correlation (Spearman’s) between globally aggregated impacts and the Japan Meteorological Agency’s Sea Surface Temperature (JMA SST) anomaly index of ENSO per year (Materials and Methods). At this aggregated scale we found no statistically significant correlation for any of the impact indicators (i.e., exposed population, exposed GDP, and urban damage) (Table 1). We also assessed flood risk in terms of annual expected impacts. The

![Fig. 1. Percentage anomaly in flood volumes with return periods of 100 y during (A) El Niño years and (B) La Niña years (compared with all years). Statistical significance per cell was assessed by bootstrapping ($\alpha = 0.05$), using 1,000 repetitions. Field significance of the gridded results was assessed using the binomial distribution (26) and found to be highly significant ($P < 0.001$). Absolute values of the flood anomalies (normalized to area) are shown in Fig. S1. For validation results see SI Discussion, Validation of Hydrological and Hydraulic Models.](https://www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1409822111)
Table 1. Flood impact results aggregated to the global scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flood risk indicator</th>
<th>Exposed population</th>
<th>Exposed GDP</th>
<th>Urban damage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correlation between impacts per hydrological year and JMA SST&lt;sub&gt;TPF&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Rho</td>
<td>P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Niño years, %</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Niña years, %</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Anomalies in annual expected impacts

| El Niño years, % | −8.7 | −6.2 | −6.8 |
| La Niña years, % | −6.0 | −10.2 | −14.2 |

Table shows the correlation (Spearman's rank, rho) between simulated impacts per hydrological year and the JMA SST anomaly index for December–February (JMA SST<sub>TPF</sub>) and percentage anomalies in simulated annual expected impacts for El Niño and La Niña years (compared with all years).
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absolute values based on all years are 154 million people for annual exposed population, $1 trillion [purchasing power parity (PPP)] for annual exposed GDP and $900 billion (PPP) for annual expected urban damage. Compared with these, we found negative anomalies (i.e., lower risk) during both El Niño and La Niña years for all indicators (Table 1). Nevertheless, none of these differences was found to be reliable. Here, reliability refers to whether the annual expected impact at 5th and 95th percentile fits of the Gumbel distribution for El Niño years (or La Niña years) falls outside the range of the corresponding 5th and 95th percentile fits for annual expected impacts from all years (Materials and Methods).

These findings are in line with several studies examining relationships between ENSO and flood disasters based on globally aggregated reported loss data. A study of the globally aggregated number of people affected by floods according to the EM-DAT Disaster Events database (29) found no significant correlation with an index of ENSO. Similarly, two studies examining possible relationships between global disaster frequency and ENSO, using data from the US Agency for International Development’s Office (30) and EM-DAT (31), found no significant difference between neutral years and El Niño years. It should be noted that the latter study looked at all hydro-meteorological disasters, not just flooding (31), and that the former study only examined El Niño years (not La Niña years) (30).

Anomalies in Flood Risk at the Regional Scale

However, the modeling framework developed here allows us to move beyond globally aggregated results and examine spatially differentiated ENSO influences on flood risk. Regional anomalies in expected annual urban damage in El Niño and La Niña years are shown in Fig. 2, at the scale of food-producing units (FPUs) (32), units that represent a hybrid of countries and river basins. There are differences in the strength and patterns of ENSO influences between the results for urban damage (Fig. 2), exposed GDP (Fig. S4), and exposed population (Fig. S5). These differences are discussed in SI Discussion, Main Differences in Results Between Indicators and summarized in Table S1. Here, we focus the discussion on the results for urban damage, although it should be noted that for exposed GDP and exposed population there are even more areas with large, reliable anomalies.

Reliable anomalies in expected urban damage exist in at least one ENSO phase (El Niño or La Niña, or both) in FPUs covering 44% of Earth’s land area (Fig. 3A). At the scale of individual FPUs, the results show particularly strong anomalies in southern Africa, parts of the Sahel and western Africa, Australia, the western United States (especially during La Niña anomalies), and parts of South America (Fig. 2). Strong anomalies were also simulated in parts of Central Eurasia (especially during El Niño), although it should be noted that the validation results show that the model cascade is less reliable in this region (SI Discussion, Validation of Hydrological and Hydraulic Models).

It is important to note that El Niño and La Niña are associated with both positive and negative anomalies in risk (depending on location and phase). Our simulations revealed reliable anomalies in annual expected urban damage during El Niño years for regions covering 29% of the Earth’s land surface, with increased urban damage for 10% and decreased damage for 13%. During La Niña years we simulated reliable anomalies across 23% of the Earth’s land surface, with increased damage for 10% and decreased damage for 13%. There are very few areas in which risk is lower during both ENSO phases (<0.1% of land area) or higher during both ENSO phases (<0.1%). We find that asymmetries in annual expected urban damage between ENSO phases are the norm, so that anomalies in annual expected urban damages only switched sign from one ENSO phase (e.g., El Niño) to the other (e.g., La Niña) in FPUs covering 7% of Earth’s land surface. If we restrict the analysis only to FPUs with large ENSO-related urban damage anomalies (i.e., anomalies exceeding 25%) we still find ENSO influences in basins covering 40% of the Earth’s land surface (Fig. 3B). As with the full range of anomalies, we find few areas in which these large anomalies have opposite signs in the two ENSO phases (5%). However, there is a large difference between the total land area with negative anomalies in one ENSO phase (8%) and no anomaly in the other phase (26%) vs. those with positive anomalies in one ENSO phase and no anomaly in the other (9%).

Discussion

The results show that for risk assessments it is vital to consider both the positive and negative anomalies in risk associated with ENSO. Reporting of ENSO impacts in the media tends to focus only on its negative effects (see also ref. 31). This may partly explain why a past study on the reported frequency of flood disasters only found significant relationships with ENSO in a handful of countries (30), because that study only examined countries in which disaster frequency was higher during El Niño years and not those where it was lower. Our results thus call for more balanced assessments of ENSO impacts to identify both possible negative and positive effects for society and the economy.

Thus, flood risks associated with ENSO (and, presumably, other global modes of climate variation) show strong, complicated, and spatially significant patterns at spatial scales well below that of global aggregations. Indeed, the aggregation scale used to represent anomalies in risk strongly affects the findings. A comparison of anomalies in annual expected flood damage at the country scale (Fig. S6) with those at the FPU scale (Fig. 2) reveals that country-scale assessments mask important regional ENSO influences on risk, especially in large countries where there are subregions that exhibit opposing ENSO influences, such as the United States and Australia. Country-aggregated results indicate no reliable anomaly in the United States during El Niño or La Niña years (Fig. S6), but the regionally (FPU-) disaggregated influences rise to high levels (Fig. 2). Our spatially distributed modeling approach allows us to capture such regional influences in risk, which is not possible using global-scale databases of reported disaster events or losses, because these tend to only list events per country, or at best rudimentary indications of location.

These findings are also relevant to considerations of changing flood risks under a changing climate. Many studies have shown that the frequency and/or intensity of ENSO has varied widely during past millennia to decades (33–36). Our work suggests that such changes in ENSO frequency or intensity, if they recurred in today’s world, could have large impacts on flood risk in many regions. Although there is currently no agreement between climate models as to how the frequency of ENSO will change as a result of global warming (37–39), ENSO-related interannual variations of sea-surface temperatures and precipitation are likely to intensify in the future (14, 15), and recent research shows that...
extreme El Niño events may increase in frequency (16). If so, given
the relationships between ENSO and flood hazard reported here we
would anticipate increases in flood risk variability across many, or
indeed almost half, of the world’s terrestrial regions in the future.

This study is a first attempt to simulate the influence of ENSO
on flood risk at the global scale in terms of socioeconomic
impacts. We have carried out analyses of the statistical signifi-
cance in the anomalies in flood volumes and assessed the re-
iliability of the anomalies in risk. The uncertainty of Global Flood
Risk with IMAGE Scenarios modeling chain (GLOFRIS) asso-
ciated with the use of different climate-forcing data and the ex-
trapolation of the extreme value analyses to derive flood volumes
up to return periods of 1,000 y has been assessed in ref. 11. Future
studies should also attempt to perform full uncertainty analyses.
This would require a Monte Carlo-based approach, in which each
part of the modeling chain would be rerun with large sets (e.g.,
1,000) of different parameter values. This would require the sim-
ulation of tens to hundreds of thousands of global flood inundation
maps. At the global scale this is not feasible with current computing
power. However, in those regions where ENSO impacts on flood
risk have been identified more local studies could help to refine our
findings and would allow for such full uncertainty assessments.

The implications for risk management are manyfold. For ex-
ample, the findings have proven useful for the reinsurance in-
dustry. In those regions where disaster risk is strongly influenced
by ENSO, the spatial and temporal variability in flood risk means
that the likelihood of damage claims may increase (or decrease)
in particular ENSO phases, affecting the financial resources that
need to be reserved to cover losses. It also means that optimal
 premiums may vary through time, especially in regions where
flood damages show strong spatial coherence between nearby basins (40). Moreover, the potential predictability of ENSO (6,
41) might be harnessed to try to account for short-term changes
in loss probabilities (42). The findings are also of use to hu-
manitarian institutions. Although humanitarian institutions were
established to respond to disasters, there is an increasing dis-
course on the usefulness of ex-ante actions, especially since the
signing of the Hyogo Framework for Action (43). ENSO-based
forecasts of increased flood impacts with seasonal lead times could
allow for preparatory risk reduction actions to be taken. For ex-
ample, based on seasonal forecasting of above-normal rainfall in
2008 the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies’ regional office in West Africa was able to presource di-
saster management supplies ahead of time, thereby improving
supply availability from about 40 d to 2 d when floods occurred (44).
However, this type of action is uncommon, because decision makers
are often unable to translate the probability of seasonal above-
normal rainfall into a meaningful evaluation in the change of flood
or disaster risk (45). The findings from this study explicitly examine
to such risk and can therefore be more directly translated
into appropriate risk reduction actions in El Niño or La Niña years.

When designing actual measures, ideally risk analyses would be
carried out for all localities using high-quality datasets, models, and
expert knowledge on the ground. However, in practice the models
and data required to carry out such analyses only exist in a few
regions. In recent years, the value of global-scale risk models to fill
this gap and to provide actionable information for flood risk re-
duction has been demonstrated (7, 46). Because they can provide

![Fig. 2. Percentage anomaly per FPU in annual expected damage in urban areas during (A) El Niño years and (B) La Niña years (compared with all years). Similar results for annual exposed GDP and annual exposed population are shown in Figs. S4 and S5, respectively. For validation results see SI Discussion, Validation of Impact Assessment Results.](image-url)
information relatively rapidly and cheaply and use consistent methodologies and datasets across different geographical regions, global scale risk assessments can be used to assess the feasibility and prioritization of large-scale strategies before proceeding to local-scale studies.

Materials and Methods

The methods build upon the global flood risk assessment approach described in ref. 11. This approach uses a cascade of hydrological and hydraulic models (10, 11) to simulate inundation extent and depth (in decimeters) at a horizontal resolution of 30 × 30 arcseconds. Two kinds of inundation maps were simulated: (i) an inundation map for each hydrological year 1959–2000 and (ii) an inundation map for different return periods, (5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, and 1,000 y) conditioned on all years, El Niño years only, and La Niña years only. The inundation maps were combined with gridded data on urban density, population density, and GDP to estimate flood impacts (11).

More specifically, the method involves (i) hydrological and hydraulic modeling to develop daily time series of flood volumes, (ii) extreme value statistics to estimate flood volumes for different return periods, (iii) inundation modeling for different return periods, and (iv) impact modeling. Each step is described below.

Hydrological and Hydraulic Modeling. We simulated daily gridded discharge and flood volume at a horizontal resolution of 0.5° × 0.5° using PCR-GLOBWB-DynRout (47) forced by daily meteorological fields (precipitation, temperature, global radiation) for 1958–2000 from EU-WATCH (48). This procedure is described in ref. 11. This forcing dataset was used because it is the longest temporally consistent global reanalysis dataset currently available at this resolution. Validation of the peak annual discharge results is discussed in SI Discussion, Validation of Hydrological and Hydraulic Models and shown in Figs. S7 and S8.

Extreme Value Statistics. From the daily gridded flood volume time series we extracted an annual time series of maximum flood volumes for hydrological years 1959–2000. Here, hydrological years either refer to the period October–September (for most basins) or July–June (for basins in which the flood season occurs in the boreal autumn, i.e., September–November), following the method described in ref. 28. The hydrological years are referred to by the year in which they end, as per standard convention (i.e., hydrological year 1970 refers to the period October 1969 to September 1970). From this, we extracted time series for El Niño and La Niña years only, based on the ENSO classification of the Center for Ocean-Atmospheric Prediction Studies (coaps.fsu.edu/jma.shtml; Table 2). In the original dataset, ENSO years refer to the period October–September, whereby ENSO year 1970 refers to the period October 1970 to September 1971. These were therefore adjusted by 1 y to be consistent with the hydrological year naming convention. We then fit a Gumbel distribution through these three time series (all years, El Niño years, and La Niña years), based on nonzero data, extracting Gumbel parameters for the best-fit and 5th and 95th percentile confidence limits. These Gumbel parameters were then used to calculate flood volumes per grid cell for each return period and for each ENSO phase. Flood volumes were calculated conditioned on the exceedance probability of zero flood volume. For those cells where fewer than five nonzero data points were available in the entire series, flood volume was assumed to be zero.

Inundation Modeling. The coarse-resolution flood volume maps were converted into high-resolution (30 × 30 arc-seconds) inundation maps using the GLOFRIS downscaling model (10, 11). First, inundation maps were simulated for each hydrological year (1959–2000) using the annual maps of flood volume from PCR-GLOBWB-DynRout as input. Second, inundation maps were simulated for each return period, conditioned on all years and on El Niño and La Niña years only using the flood volumes derived from the fitted extreme value statistics.

Impact Modeling. Each inundation map was combined with gridded socioeconomic data using the flood impact assessment module (11), which results in a high-resolution (30 × 30-arc-seconds) map for each flood impact indicator, namely, exposed population, exposed GDP, and urban damage.

The data and methods used for each specific indicator are described in ref. 11, and in SI Materials and Methods. The gridded data can be aggregated to any geographical unit, given the corresponding shapefile. Here, we aggregated the results to the scale of countries and (adapted) FPUs (32), a hybrid of countries and river basins. The simulations produced maps showing impacts for each hydrological year (1959–2000) and also for the different return periods. Annual expected impacts were calculated as the area under an exceedance probability–impact (risk) curve where we assumed that the impact from a 2-y event is zero. Note that the method used assumes that no flood protection measures (e.g., dikes and retention areas that offer protection beyond the 2-y bankfull constraints) are in place. Although the assumption of the flood protection standard has a large influence on the absolute risk estimates (11), we found relative differences between ENSO phases to be fairly insensitive (Table S2). The impact results are validated against reported impacts in SI Discussion, Validation of Impact Assessment Results and summarized in Tables S3 and S4.

Statistical Analyses. We assessed correlation between annual hydrological year impacts and JMA SST anomaly index (JMA SSTDJF) using Spearman’s rank. Significance was assessed by bootstrapping, using 1,000 repetitions. For anomalies in flood volumes between ENSO phases, statistical significance was assessed by bootstrapping the anomalies using 1,000 repetitions. For the annual expected impacts we simulated inundation maps for each return period based on all years, El Niño years, and La Niña years. For each of these we produced inundation maps based on the best fit and the 5th and 95th percentile confidence limits of the Gumbel distribution. We then used these as input to the impact module to estimate impacts for each return period

Table 2. Hydrological years categorized as El Niño and La Niña

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hydrological year</th>
<th>ENSO mode</th>
<th>Hydrological year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Source: coaps.fsu.edu/jma.shtml. Other years are ENSO-neutral. Hydrological and ENSO year classifications are described in Materials and Methods, Extreme Value Statistics.
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